Traffic Solutions

...responsible road network

Royal Grass® has introduced a ‘GreenCity’ product portfolio. These products and systems
are specially developed for creating environmentally responsible cities. Different systems
are available to meet the various requirements, for example as traffic solutions; round-abouts, slopes, medians, tramways, bus lanes, etc.
Royal Grass® is ideal for traffic solutions by its low maintenance need. Moreover, the
workers are at risk, and traffic is obstructed while maintenance is being carried out. If
the number of maintenance moments is reduced, this will greatly increase public health
and safety. Maintenance is reduced to a minimum, safes time and money, and dangerous
situations and nuisance to the public are virtually nil.
By the use of Royal Grass®, the visibility of medians and road sides is much better than
other materials like concrete or paving, especially in winter time or on rainy days. This
results in a safer driving environment. Also, artificial grass proves to be an ideal solution
for water management. Rain can lead to flooding, because a lot of the earth’s surface is being
paved and asphalted. If it must be discharged via our sewerage systems, these will rather be
overloaded. If Royal Grass® is used on a water allowing sub base, this problem is reduced
to a minimum.
Royal Grass®, for a responsible road network!

Features Royal Grass® traffic solutions
Responsible investment of public money
•

Durable investment; long life span and low maintenance costs.

•

Water management; Royal Grass® does not need to be watered,
proves to be an ideal solution to let rain water enter the soil
naturally.

Care for our environment
•

No mowing, no harmful emission caused by lawnmowers.

•

No need to use harmful herbicides (weed killers).

Create a green atmosphere
•

It can be used in places where ordinary grass will not survive.

•

Royal Grass® looks a lot friendlier than the harshness of grey
concrete or other hard materials often used as alternative.

•

Better visibility of road sides and medians.

More information
Choosing a suitable surfacing material for traffic solutions can be a difficult task,
as there are many factors to consider including initial price, durability, safety,
and the maintenance required. A careful comparison of all the possibilities is
necessary to ensure you make the best choice. Please contact a Royal Grass®
specialist for more information. They will gladly advise you about the most
suitable product for your situation and will be happy to present you with a
customised quotation.
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